## Implementation of clinical services

100 minutes per track

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Track 1</th>
<th>Track 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **On-Demand**
**Complete tracks prior to workshop – Available by 9/25** | **Marketing for increased referrals to existing pharmacy services**
Tyler Hemsley, St. Luke’s RMC
Katie Erickson, St. Luke’s Health Partners |
| • Collaborative Practice Agreement law & intent
Cara Liday, ISU COP/InterMountain Medical Clinic | • Collaborative Practice Agreement Hands On
Cara Liday, ISU COP/InterMountain Medical Clinic
**Monday, October 12th 11:00 – 11:35 AM MDT** |
| **Live Virtual Workshop** | **Collaborators/Referral Source Discussion**
Tyler Hemsley, St. Luke’s RMC
Katie Erickson, St. Luke’s Health Partners
**Tuesday, October 6th 3:00 – 3:40 PM MDT** |
| • Collaborative Practice Agreement Hands On
Cara Liday, ISU COP/InterMountain Medical Clinic** Monday, October 12th 11:00 – 11:35 AM MDT** | • Implementation strategies in ambulatory clinics
PAI Workshop Planning Committee
**Tuesday, October 6th 3:40 – 4:05 PM MDT** |
| **Follow Up Discussion (may attend either)** | **Documentation with intent to bill and how coding relates**
180 minutes |
| • Implementation strategies in community pharmacy
PAI Workshop Planning Committee
**Monday, October 12th 11:35 – 12:00 PM MDT** | **On-Demand**
**Complete prior to workshop – Available by 10/5** |
| **Live Virtual Workshop** | **Principles of Evaluation & Management (E&M) billing and coding** |
| • Cases: Reimbursement for Pharmacist-provided healthcare services
**Wednesday, October 15th 5:30 – 7:00 PM MDT** | **Upcoming changes to Medicare coding procedures and anticipated roll out** |
| **Billing logistics, credentialing, privileging**
100 minutes per track including live workshop |
| **On-Demand**
**Complete 1 track prior to workshop – Available by 9/25** | **Credentialing, privileging, and billing in health care system** |
| • Credentialing/contracting for compensation from medical benefit
• Community pharmacy billing operation
• Payer-based contracts for pharmacist delivered services
Olivia Bentley, Amity Med Group (North Carolina) | **Key stakeholders within health system for pharmacist credentialing, privileging, billing** |
| **Live Virtual Workshop** | **Peer Review process for quality in health system**
Ashley Van Allen, MultiCare (Washington) |
| • Nuts and bolts of filling out a credentialing packet: who does it? What holds it up?
PAI Workshop Planning Committee
**Wednesday, October 7th 4:00-5:30 PM MDT** |